We propose a Bayesian physics-informed neural network (B-PINN) to solve both forward and inverse nonlinear problems described by partial differential equations (PDEs) and noisy data. In this Bayesian framework, the Bayesian neural network (BNN) combined with a PINN for PDEs serves as the prior while the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) or the variational inference (VI) could serve as an estimator of the posterior. B-PINNs make use of both physical laws and scattered noisy measurements to provide predictions and quantify the aleatoric uncertainty arising from the noisy data in the Bayesian framework. Compared with PINNs, in addition to uncertainty quantification, B-PINNs obtain more accurate predictions in scenarios with large noise due to their capability of avoiding overfitting. We conduct a systematic comparison between the two different approaches for the B-PINN posterior estimation (i.e., HMC or VI), along with dropout used for quantifying uncertainty in deep neural networks. Our experiments show that HMC is more suitable than VI for the B-PINNs posterior estimation, while dropout employed in PINNs can hardly provide accurate predictions with reasonable uncertainty. Finally, we replace the BNN in the prior with a truncated Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion combined with HMC or a deep normalizing flow (DNF) model as posterior estimators. The KL is as accurate as BNN and much faster but this framework cannot be easily extended to high-dimensional problems unlike the BNN based framework. Glossary B-PINNs Bayesian physics-informed neural networks. BNNs Bayesian neural networks. DNF deep normalizing flow.
Introduction
The state-of-the-art in data-driven modeling has advanced significantly recently in applications across different fields [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , due to the rapid development of machine learning and explosive growth of available data collected from different sensors (e.g., satellites, cameras, etc.). In general, purely data-driven methods require a large amount of data in order to get accurate results [6] . As a powerful alternative, recently the data-driven solvers for partial differential equations (PDEs) have drawn an increasing attention due to their capability to encode the underlying physical laws in the form of PDEs and give relatively accurate predictions for the unknown terms with limited data. In the first case we need "big data" while in the second case we can learn from "small data" as we explicitly utilize the physical laws or more broadly a parametrization of the physics.
Two typical approaches are the Gaussian processes regression (GPR) for PDEs [7] , and the physics-informed neural networks (PINNs) [6, 8] . Built upon the Bayesian framework with built-in mechanism for uncertainty quantification, GPR is one of the most popular data-driven methods. However, vanilla GPR has difficulties in handling the nonlinearities when applied to solve PDEs, leading to restricted applications. On the other hand, PINNs have shown effectiveness in both forward and inverse problems for a wide range of PDEs [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . However, PINNs are not equipped with built-in uncertainty quantification, which may restrict their applications, especially for scenarios where the data are noisy.
In previous work, we use physics-informed generative adversarial networks to quantify parametric uncertainty [10] and also polynomial chaos expansions in conjunction with dropout to quantify total uncertainty [9] . In the present work, we propose a Bayesian physics-informed neural networks (B-PINN) to solve linear or nonlinear PDEs with noisy data, see Fig. 1 . The uncertainties arising from the scattered noisy data could be naturally quantified due to the Bayesian framework [14] . B-PINNs consist of two parts: a parameterized surrogate model, i.e., a Bayesian neural network (BNN) with prior for the unknown terms in a PDE, and an approach for estimating the posterior distributions of the parameters in the surrogate model. In particular, we employ the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [15, 16] or the variational inference (VI) [17, 18] for estimation of the posterior distributions. In addition, we note that a non-Bayesian framework model, i.e., the dropout, has been used to quantify the uncertainty in deep neural networks, including the PINNs for solving PDEs [9, 19] . We will validate the proposed B-PINN method and conduct a systematic comparison with the dropout for both the forward and inverse PDE problems given noisy data.
In addition to BNNs, the Karhunen-Loève expansion is also a widely used representation of a stochastic process. As an illustration, we further test the case using the truncated Karhunen-Loève as the surrogate model while we use HMC or the deep normalizing flow (DNF) models [20] for estimating the posterior in the Bayesian framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we present the B-PINN algorithm for solving forward/inverse PDE problems with noisy data, including the BNNs for PDEs and posterior estimation methods, i.e., the HMC and VI, used in this paper. In Sec. 3, we compare the performance of the B-PINNs and dropout on the tasks of function approximation, forward PDE problems, and inverse PDE problems. In addition, we present comparisons between B-PINNs and PINNs as well as the KL for nonlinear forward/inverse PDEs in Secs. 4-5. We make a summary in Sec. 6. Furthermore, in Appendix A we present a study on the priors of BNNs, and in Appendix B we give more details on the DNF models.
B-PINNs: Bayesian Physics-informed Neural Networks
We consider a general partial differential equation (PDE) of the form
where N x is a general differential operator, D is the d-dimensional physical domain, u = u(x) is the solution of the PDE, and λ is the vector of parameters in the PDE. Also, f = f (x) is the forcing term, and B x is the boundary condition operator acting on the domain boundary Γ. In forward problems λ is prescribed, and hence our goal is to infer the distribution of u at any x. In inverse problems, λ is also to be inferred from the data. We consider the scenario where our available dataset D are scattered noisy measurements of u, f and b from sensors:
We assume that the measurements are independently Gaussian distributed centered at the hidden real value, i.e.,
where
b are independent Gaussian noises with zero mean. We also assume that the fidelity of each sensor is known, i.e., the standard deviations of
, respectively. Note that the size of the noise could be different among measurements of different terms, and even between measurements of the same terms in the PDE.
We firstly consider the forward problem setup. The Bayesian framework starts from representing u with a surrogate modelũ(x; θ), where θ is the vector of parameters in the surrogate model with a prior distribution P (θ). Consequently, f and b are represented by:
Then, the likelihood can be calculated as:
Finally, the posterior is obtained from Bayes' theorem:
where " " represents equality up to a constant. Usually the calculation of P (D) is analytically intractable, thus in practice we only have an unnormalized expression of P (θ|D). To give a posterior u at any x, we can sample from P (θ|D), denoted as
, and then obtain statistics from samples {ũ(x; θ (i) )} M i=1 . We focus mostly on the mean and standard deviation of {ũ(x; θ (i) )} M i=1 , since the former represents the prediction of u(x) while the latter quantifies the uncertainty.
In the case of inverse problems, we can build the surrogate model for u in the same way as above. However, apart from θ, we also need to assign a prior distribution for λ, which could be independent of P (θ). The likelihood is the same as in Eq. 5, except that P (D|θ), P (D u |θ), P (D f |θ) and P (D b |θ) should be replaced by P (D|θ, λ), P (D u |θ, λ), P (D f |θ, λ) and P (D b |θ, λ), respectively. Consequently, we should calculate the joint posterior of [θ, λ] as
where the last equality comes from the fact that the priors for θ and λ are independent.
The parameter λ in the PDE is a vector in the above problem setup, however, we remark that the same framework could be applied in the cases where the parameter is a field or fields depending on x, by representing the parameter vector with another surrogate model.
Since the forward problems and inverse problems are formulated in the same framework, in the following we will use θ to represent the vector of all the unknown parameters in the surrogate models for the solutions and parameters. We denote the dimension of θ, i.e., the number of unknown parameters, as d θ .
Prior for Bayesian Physics-informed Neural Networks
We consider a fully-connected neural network with L ≥ 1 hidden layers as the surrogate model, see Fig. 1 . Let us denote the input of the neural network as x ∈ R Nx , the output of the neural network asũ ∈ R, and the l-th hidden layer as z l ∈ R N l for l = 1, 2...N . Then
where w l ∈ R N l+1 ×N l are the weight matrices, b l ∈ R N l+1 are the bias vectors, φ is the nonlinear activation function, which is the hyperbolic tangent function in the present study, and z 0 = x, N 0 = N x , and N L+1 = 1 for the convenience of notation. When using a neural network as a surrogate model, the unknown parameters θ are the concatenation of all the weight matrices and bias vectors. In the application of Bayesian neural networks, a commonly used prior for θ is that each component of θ is an independent Gaussian distribution with zero mean, and the entries of w l and b l have the variances σ w,l and σ b,l , respectively, for l = 0, 1...L [15, 16] . In this case, it can be shown that the prior of the functionũ(x) is actually a Gaussian process as the width of hidden layers goes to infinity with √ N l σ w,l fixed for l = 1, 2...L [16, 21, 22] . However, we remark that due to the finite width of the neural networks, the derivatives ofũ could be far from Gaussian processes, in contrast to the derivatives of a Gaussian process (under certain regularity constraints) which are also Gaussian processes. For example, in Fig. 2 we compare the prior of B-PINNs with Gaussian distributions, where N x = 1, L = 2, N 1 = N 2 = 50, σ b,l = σ w,l = 1, for l = 0, 1, 2. We can see that although the priors ofũ(x) at various x match the corresponding Gaussian distributions, the priors of dũ(x)/dx and d 2ũ (x)/dx 2 are not close to the Gaussian distributions.
Posterior sampling approaches for Bayesian Physics-informed Neural Networks
In this subsection, we introduce two approaches to sample from the posterior distribution of the parameters in B-PINNs: the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) method and the variational inference (VI) method.
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) method
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, which is known as a golden approach for sampling from posterior distributions, is an efficient Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method based on the Hamiltonian dynamics [15, 16, 23] . In this approach, we first simulate the Hamiltonian dynamics using numerical integration, which is then corrected by an Metropolis-Hastings acceptance step.
Suppose the target posterior distribution for θ given a certain number of observations D is defined as
To sample from the posterior, HMC first introduces an auxiliary momentum variable r to construct a Hamiltonian system
where M is a mass matrix, which is often set to be identity matrix, I. Then HMC generates samples from a joint distribution of (θ, r) as follows
As we simply discard the r samples, the θ samples have marginal distribution P (θ|D). Specifically, the samples are generated from the following Hamiltonian dynamics
We use the leapfog method to discretize Eq. (13) . Furthermore, to reduce the discretization error, we employ a Metropolis-Hastings step. The details for implementing the HMC method are displayed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
Require: initial states for θ t 0 and time step size δt.
, similarly for other terms.
Variational Inference (VI) method
In the variational learning, the posterior density of the unknown parameter vector θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 ...θ d θ ), i.e., P (θ|D), is approximated by another density function Q(θ; ζ) parameterized by ζ, which is restricted to a smaller family of distributions [18, 24] . A commonly used form of Q is a factorizable Gaussian distribution as follows:
is the density of the one-dimensional Gaussian distribution with mean ζ µ,i and standard deviation ln(1 + exp(ζ ρ,i )). Different versions of VI have been developed [17, 18] , and here we employ the relatively popular one developed in [18] , which is also easy to implement. In this approach, we can tune ζ to minimize
where D KL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
Here we employ the Adam optimizer [25] to train ζ. The detailed algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. We refer the readers to [18] for more details on the variational inference.
Algorithm 2 Variational inference
Require: an initial state for ζ.
Results and Discussion
In this section we present a systematic comparison among the B-PINNs with different posterior sampling methods, i.e., HMC (B-PINN-HMC) and VI (B-PINN-VI), as well as the dropout [9, 19] for 1D function approximation, and 1D/2D forward/inverse PDE problems.
In all the cases, we employ a neural networks with 2 hidden layers, each with width of 50, for B-PINNs. The prior for θ is set as independent standard Gaussian distribution for each component. Such size of the neural network and the prior distribution are inherited from [24] . In the 1D case, the covariance function forũ is shown in Fig. A.12(b) (Appendix A). In HMC, the mass matrix is set to the identity matrix, i.e., M = I [24] , the leapfrog step is set to L = 50δt, the initial time step is δt = 0.1, the burn-in steps are set to 2, 000, and the total number of samples is 15, 000. In VI, the Adam optimizer is employed for training, and the total number of training steps is N = 200, 000 with batch size N z = 5. The hyperparameters for Adam optimizer are set as l = 10 −3 , β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999. In the dropout method, we randomly drop a certain number of neurons with a predefined probability (i.e., dropout rate) at each training step [19] . The number of the training steps is 200, 000. The hyperparameters for the Adam optimizer are set as l = 10 −3 , β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999. To quantify the uncertainty, the strategy used in [9] is also employed here, i.e., after finishing the training we run the forward propagation of DNNs M times with the same dropout rate as in training, and then compute the mean and standard deviation based on the samples. When estimating the means and standard deviations, we set the number of samples M = 10, 000 for all the methods in each test case.
Function regression
In this section, we test the posterior sampling methods introduced above on a function regression task. In this task, the B-PINN is reduced to a BNN. The framework is the same as that for solving PDEs, except that our data set only involves the unknown function u(x), thus the likelihood is P (D|θ) = P (D u |θ). The test function is expressed as
and we use 32 training points placed in
We note that the prior for BNNs is a Gaussian process with zero mean as the width of each hidden layer goes to infinity [16, 21, 22] . In our case where the width is 50, we could see from Fig. 2 (a) that the prior at several single points matches well the Gaussian distribution. We thus view the prior as a Gaussian process approximately. Although the analytical expression for the kernel cannot be calculated, it could be estimated from independent samples of neural network functions (100, 000 samples), as is illustrated in Fig. A.12(b) . Therefore, GPR could be applied and provide reference solutions for the posterior estimations, denoted as BNN-GPR. Note that such reference solution is not analytical and the errors could come from the Gaussian process assumption for neural networks with finite width as well as the empirical estimation of the kernel. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3 . We can see from Figs. 3(a)-3(b) that (1) the predictive means are observed to be similar to the exact function u(x), and the predicted standard deviations from these two methods are quite similar, and (2) the standard deviations (i.e., uncertainty) becomes larger at the regions with fewer training data, i.e.,
, which is reflected in the growing uncertainty due to lack of data.
Note that the dimension of the unknown parameter θ is 2701 in our case using BNNs as prior. Despite the high dimensionality, HMC also provides posterior estimation ( Fig. 3(b) ) similar to the reference solution ( Fig. 3(a) ) in this case, which shows its effectiveness in sampling from high dimensional distributions. As for the BNN-VI, the uncertainty at x ∈ [−0.2, 0.2] is observed to be larger, while the uncertainty around x ∈ [−1, −0.8] ∪ [0.8, 1] is underestimated. Such results indicate that VI is not as accurate as HMC in posterior estimation, which could be attributed to the fact that the samples are actually drawn from Q in Eq. (14) , which is limited to a family that could be too small to give a reasonable approximation of the posterior distribution. Since both the architecture of the DNNs and the dropout rate are known to have strong effects on the certainty quantification, we test there different cases: (1) 2 hidden layers with 50 neurons and dropout rate 0.01, (2) 2 hidden layers with 50 neurons and dropout rate 0.05, and (3) 4 hidden layers with 100 neurons and dropout rate 0.2. We use the same dropout rate at the prediction step as that used in the training process to quantify the uncertainty. As we can see from Figs. 3(d)-3(f), the uncertainties appear to be uniform for all the x ∈ [−1, 1], which is not reasonable at all in this case. Furthermore, the predictive mean is quite different from the exact function u(x) at the gap data zones, and the differences are far beyond the two standard deviations. To keep consistent, we will employ the same architecture of DNNs with the dropout as the BNNs, i.e., 2 hidden layers with 50 neurons in the following.
It is worth mentioning that while the priors for the BNNs with infinite width have been well studied [16, 21, 22] , the choice of priors for BNNs with finite width remains an open question. More discussion about the influence of architecture of the neural networks as well as the prior distributions of the parameters will be presented in Appendix A. 
We consider the following linear Poisson equation:
where λ = 0.01. The solution for u is u = sin 3 (6x), and f can be derived from Eq. (17) . Here we assume that the exact expression of f is unknown, but instead we have 16 sensors for f , which are equidistantly distributed in x ∈ [−0.7, 0.7]. Furthermore, we have two sensors at x = −0.7 and 0.7 to provide the left/right Dirichlet boundary conditions for u. We assume that all the measurements from the sensors are noisy, and we consider the following two different cases: (1) 
The results of B-PINN-HMC, B-PINN-VI and dropout, are illustrated in Fig. 4 . We see that the B-PINN-HMC gives reasonable posterior estimation in that (1) the error between the means and the exact solution is mostly bounded by the two standard deviations, (2) the standard deviation increases with increasing noise scale. However, B-PINN-VI completely failed to provide predictions to the solution u. Finally, the prediction given by dropout seems to match the data, but the predictive means for u and f differ from the exact solutions. We also note that the uncertainties provided by the dropout are not reasonable, e.g., (1) there is no significant differences between uncertainties for u in the two cases with different noise scale, and (2) a large part of the exact solution does not lie in the two standard deviation confidence intervals.
1D nonlinear Poisson equation
Here we consider the following 1D nonlinear PDE
and we use the same solution for u as the case in Sec. 3.2.1, i.e., u = sin 3 (6x). In addition, λ = 0.01, and k = 0.7 is a constant, while f can then be derived from Eq. (18) . We assume that we have 32 sensors for f , which are equidistantly placed in x ∈ [−0.7, 0.7]. In addition, two sensors for u are placed at x = −0.7 and 0.7 to provide Dirichlet boundary conditions. Here, we also consider two different scales of Gaussian noise in the measurements, i.e., (1) The B-PINN-HMC provides good predictions for both u and f , which are similar as the results in Sec. 3.2.1. While able to give predicted means close to the exact solutions, B-PINN-VI and dropout can hardly give accurate uncertainty quantification for u(x), e.g., (1) in the B-PINN-VI, the standard deviation for the case with noise scale 0.1 is observed to be large at the boundaries even though we have observations for the boundary conditions, (2) the noise scale has little influence on the predicted standard deviations in the two dropout cases.
2D nonlinear Allen-Cahn equation
We further consider the following nonlinear Allen-Cahn equation which is a widely used model for multi-phase flows:
where λ = 0.01 represents the mobility, and u is the order parameter, which denotes different phases. Here, we employ the exact solution for u = sin(πx) sin(πy). In addition, Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on all the boundaries. Similarly, we assume that we have 500 sensors for f , which are uniformly randomly distributed in the domain. In addition, we also have 25 equally distributed sensors for u at each boundary. Here we also consider two different noise scales on all the measurements, i.e., (1) 
The results of B-PINN-HMC, B-PINN-VI and dropouts, are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Similarly, the B-PINN-HMC can provide predictive means close to the exact solutions, and the errors are mostly bounded by two standard deviations, which increases as the noise scale increases in the data. However, both the B-PINN-VI and the dropout with different drop rates fail to provide accurate means as well as uncertainties. Specifically, (1) the errors for the predicted u from the B-PINN-VI and the two dropouts can be even larger than 50% in part of the domain, (2) the errors for u are not bounded by two standard deviations in the B-PINN-VI or in the two dropouts, and (3) the increase of the noise scale has little influence on the standard deviation when the dropout is employed. 
Inverse PDE problems 3.3.1. 1D diffusion-reaction system with nonlinear source term
The PDE considered here is the same as Eq. (18) . However, k becomes an unknown parameter now. The objective here is to identify k based on partial measurements of f and u.
We assume that we have 32 sensors for f , which are equidistantly placed in x ∈ [−0.7, 0.7]. In addition, two sensors for u are placed at x = −0.7 and 0.7 to provide Dirichlet boundary conditions. Apart from the boundary conditions, another 6 sensors for u are placed in the interior of the domain to help identify k. We also assume that Gaussian noises are present for all the measurements. Two different scales of the noise are considered, i.e., (1) 
The results of B-PINN-HMC, B-PINN-VI and dropouts are illustrated in Fig. 7 . The predicted means of u and f from the B-PINN-HMC fit the exact functions well for both cases. The errors of u and f using B-PINN-VI and dropout are observed to be larger than those using B-PINN-HMC for the case with noise scale 0.1.
The predicted values of k from different methods are displayed in Table 1 . The predicted means of k for both cases using the B-PINN-HMC are quite accurate, with the error less than one standard deviation. Moreover, the standard deviation increases as the noise scale increases. The results show the effectiveness of the B-PINN-HMC in identifying the unknown parameter and quantifying the uncertainty arising from the scattered noisy data. The errors for B-PINN-VI are larger than B-PINN-HMC, although bounded by two standard deviations. As for the dropout, we use k from the last 10, 000 training steps as samples to calculate the mean and standard deviation, which is different from the posterior sampling used above. We observe that: (1) in both cases of noise scale, the errors of the predicted means with both dropout rates are larger than those from B-PINN-HMC, (2) the error increases as we increase the dropout rates, (3) for the case with dropout rate 5%, the standard deviation decreases as we increase the noise scale, which is not reasonable. 
2D nonlinear diffusion-reaction system
We consider the following PDE here where λ = 0.01 is the diffusion coefficient, k represents the reaction rate, which is a constant, and f denotes the source term. Here we assume that the exact value for k is unknown, and we only have sensors for u and f . Specifically, we have 100 sensors which are randomly sampled in the physical domain ( Fig. 8) for u and f . we also have 25 equally distributed sensors for u at each boundary for the Dirichlet boundary condition. Similarly, all the measurements are noisy and two noise scales are considered here, i.e., (1) f ∼ N (0, 0.01 2 ), u ∼ N (0, 0.01 2 ), b ∼ N (0, 0.01 2 ), and (2) f ∼ N (0, 0.1 2 ), u ∼ N (0, 0.1 2 ), b ∼ N (0, 0.01 2 ). We then aim to estimate the reaction rate k given the measurements of u and f . As we can see in Table 2 , for both cases with noise scale 0.1 and 0.01, the predictive means using the B-PINN-HMC are quite accurate with errors less than 5%. Also, the standard deviations, which represent the uncertainties, are in the same order of magnitude as the errors of predictive means. The uncertainty decreases as the scale of noise in data decreases. The results show the effectiveness of these two models in identifying the unknown parameter and quantifying the uncertainties arising from the noise in data. As for the B-PINN-VI, the relative errors between the predicted mean value of k from and the exact k are greater than 10% for both cases. With regards to the dropout, the means and the standard deviations for k are calculated in the same way as in Sec. 3.3.1. The predicted means for k from the dropout with dropout rate 0.01 are quite close to the exact k. As the dropout rate increases to 0.05, the errors become about 17% for both cases. The above results show that the dropout rate has a strong effect on the predictive accuracy. Table 2 : 2D nonlinear diffusion-reaction system: Predicted mean and standard deviation for the reaction rate k using different certainty-induced methods. k = 1 is the exact solution.
However, there is no theory on the choice of the optimal dropout, which clearly restricts its usefulness in applications. In addition, the influence of the noise scales on the standard deviations is not significant, indicating dropout is not suitable for quantifying uncertainty from noisy data.
Comparison with PINNs
In this section, we will conduct a comparison between the B-PINN-HMC and PINN for the 1D inverse problem in Sec. 3.3.1. We employ the Adam optimizer with l = 10 −3 , β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 to train the PINN, with the number of the training steps set as 200, 000. The results of the PINN are shown in Fig. 9 . Note that the PINNs cannot quantify uncertainties of the predictive results. As shown in Fig. 9 , the predicted u and f could fit all the training points. In the cases where the noise scale is as small as 0.01, the predictive u and f agree well with the exact solutions. However, as the noise scale increases to 0.1, significant overfitting is observed in PINNs. In addition, PINNs predict k to be 0.705 and 0.591 for the noise lebel at 0.01 and 0.1, respectively, while the reference exact solution is 0.7. Comparing with the results of B-PINN-HMC in Table 1 , we conclude that PINNs can provide prediction with similar accuracy as the B-PINN-HMC for the case with small noise in data, while B-PINN-HMC shows significant advantange in accuracy over PINNs for the case with large noise. Now, we conduct a brief comparison on the computational cost between PINN and B-PINN-HMC based on the inverse problem. We run both the PINN and B-PINN-HMC codes on two CPUs (Intel Xeon E5-2643). For the PINN, the computational time is about 10 minutes, while it takes about 20 minutes for the B-PINN-HMC. Despite this relatively small increase for B-PINN verse PINN for this small problem, we expect that when we scale up the data size and neural network size the difference in cost will increase accordingly. Considering the accuracy as well as the reliable uncertainty provided, the B-PINN-HMC may be a better approach than the PINNs for scenarios with large noise.
Comparison with the truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion
So far we have shown the effectiveness of B-PINNs in solving PDE problems. As we know, a neural network is extremely overparametrized. Hence, we want to investigate if we can we use other models with less parameters for our surrogate model in the Bayesian framework. For example, we consider the Karhunen-Loève expansion, a widely used representation for a stochastic process in the following study.
Truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion
Assume u(x) is a stochastic process with mean µ(x) and covariance function (also called "kernel") k(x, x ), then the KL expansion of u is
where ψ i are the orthogonal eigenfunctions, α i are the corresponding eigenvalues of the kernel, and θ i are mutually uncorrelated random variables. In practice, we could truncate the expansion to n terms as our surrogate model for u:
where θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 ...θ n ) is the parameter in the surrogate model whose prior distribution is given by the KL expansion.
One of the main differences between the truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion and neural networks as surrogate models is the number of parameters. For example, in this paper, the neural network used in 1D problems has 2701 parameters. As a comparison, the truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion used in Sec. 5.2 only has 20 parameters. The small number of parameters makes it possible to use another approach to sample from the posterior, namely the deep normalizing flow (DNF) models.
In general, using DNF to sample from a target distribution ν consists of the following three steps [20]:
1. Define a bijective transformation G : R d θ → R d θ and prescribe an input distribution µ I of the dimension R d θ . Usually, the bijective transformation is parameterized by deep neural networks and the input distribution can be a standard multivariate Gaussian distribution. 2. Note that the bijective transformation G will map the input distribution to an output distribution µ O = G # µ I . We then train the parameters in G to minimize F (µ O , ν), where F is a functional that measures the difference between two distributions. Ideally, µ O and ν will be sufficiently close to each other after this procedure. 3. Finally, we sample from the input distribution µ I , denoted as {z (j) } M j=1 . Then {G(z (j) )} M j=1 as samples of µ O can be used to approximate the statistics of ν.
We leave the details of the DNF in Appendix B.
Results and Comparisons
In this section we apply the truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion to solve the forward and inverse nonlinear PDE problems as described in Sec. 3.2.2 and Sec. 3.3.1. In particular, we consider the Gaussian process of zero mean and exponential kernel
and use the first 20 terms of the KL expansion as our surrogate model for u, which retains about 92% of the energy. For this case, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in the KL expansion are solved analytically, and the prior for the unknown parameters is the product of independent standard Gaussian distributions. We refer the readers to example 4.1 in Chapter 4 in [26] for details.
The predicted u and f are illustrated in Figs. 10-11 . The results from the KL-HMC and KL-DNF are almost the same, and the predicted means for u and f are close to the exact solutions. In addition, the predicted k is displayed in Table 3 . Similarly, the predicted means for both cases fit the exact solution quite well. Furthermore, we also note that (1) the standard deviation increases with the increasing noise scale, and (2) the errors are bounded by two standard deviations. All the results are similar as those from the B-PINNs presented in Sec. 3.2.2 and Sec. 3.3.1.
As for the computational cost, the DNF takes about one day to finish the training for the 1D diffusion-reaction problem, while it takes about 4 mins for the HMC. Although the DNF is computationally much more expensive than the HMC, we would like to remark that upon completion of the training, it is more convenient to draw independent samples from the target distribution using DNF compared with HMC. This strength of DNF has no significant benefit in current work, but could be helpful for other tasks.
Here, we also conduct a brief comparison on the computational cost between the KL-HMC and the B-PINN-HMC based on the 1D diffusion-reaction problem. Due to the relatively small number of parameters in the truncated KL expansion, in the 1D test cases, KL-HMC takes much less time than B-PINN-HMC. In particular, KL-HMC takes about 4 mins compared to about 20 mins for B-PINN-HMC. However, we remark that the truncated KL expansion would suffer from the "curse of dimensionality" when approximating high dimensional functions, while deep neural networks are known to be efficient for high-dimensional function approximation [27] .
Summary
There are many sources of uncertainty in data-driven PDE solvers, including aleatoric uncertainty associated with noisy data, epistemic uncertainty associated with unknown parameters, and model uncertainty associated with the type of PDE that models the target phenomena. In this paper, we address aleatoric uncertainty for solving forward and inverse PDE problems, based on noisy data associated with the solution, source terms and boundary conditions. In particular, we employ physicsinformed neural networks (PINNs) to solve PDEs, using automatic differentiation, with the accuracy of the solution depending critically on the quality of the training data.
In order to quantify uncertainty and improve the accuracy of PINNs, we propose a general Bayesian framework, consisting of a Bayesian neural network for the solution, subject to the PDE constraint that serves as a prior, combined with different estimators for the posterior, namely, the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) method and the variational inference (VI). We conduct a comprehensive comparison among different methods, i.e., the B-PINN with HMC, B-PINN with VI, and PINN with dropout, which is also used to quantify the uncertainty of neural networks. We investigate both linear and nonlinear PDEs with noisy data. Our experiments demonstrate good accuracy and robustness of B-PINN-HMC, but B-PINN-VI usually gives unreasonable uncertainties, which could be attributed to the fact that the posterior distribution is approximated by a factorizable Gaussian distribution. Moreover, dropout which is not based on the Bayesian framework can hardly provide satisfactory uncertainty quantification, in agreement with [24] . In addition, we also compare the performance of the B-PINN-HMC with the PINNs. The results show that PINNs could easily overfit the noisy data and get less accurate results than B-PINN-HMC.
As an alternative surrogate model, we replace the BNN with a truncated KL expansion and combine it with HMC or deep normalizing flow (DNF) models for estimating the posterior. We repeated some of the experiments and found that both KL-HMC and KL-DNF yield equally accurate results as B-PINN-HMC, but at a reduced cost for KL-HMC. This KL-based Bayesian framework could also be very effective in uncertainty quantification of data-driven PDE solvers, but is limited to low dimensional problems. We explored the possibility of DNF as a posterior estimator in the KL-based Bayesian framework. While much more computationally expensive than HMC, upon completion of training, DNF can draw independent samples more easily from the target distribution. This strength of DNF has no significant benefit in the current Bayesian framework, but could be helpful for other tasks.
While the choice of priors for B-PINNs may have a significant influence on the posterior predictions especially in the cases with small data, such choice of priors, including the structure of neural networks and the prior distribution for the parameters, remains an open problem. Also, in the current work, we only tested the cases where the data size is up to several hundreds; for the big data case, we may need to use other posterior sampling methods in conjunction with mini-batch techniques, like stochastic HMC [28, 29, 30] , which needs further investigation in the future. The posterior distribution depends on both the prior and the observed data in the Bayesian framework. Given the same observation, surrogate models with similar prior distributions should also provide similar posterior distributions. For the cases of input dimension N x = 1, we illustrate the covariance functions for five representative priors in Fig. A.12 , which are estimated from 100, 000 independent samples of neural network parameters drawn from the prior. Note that √ N l σ w,l is fixed for cases (a), (b) and (c), and we can see that the covariance functions are similar for the three cases.
We plot the results for approximating the same function in Eq. (16) with same data, using BNNs with different architectures in Fig. A.13 . The predicted means and standard deviations are observed to be quite similar for cases in Figs. A.13(a)-A.13(c), which is consistent with the fact that the covariance functions of the priors for these three cases are similar (Figs. A.12(a)-A.12(c)). In addition, the results in Figs. A.13(c)-A.13(d) are different from those in Fig. 3(e) , which is not surprising since their covariance functions are totally different (Fig. A.12 ).
Appendix B. Deep Normalizing Flow Models
Deep normalizing flow (DNF) models provide a powerful mechanism for sampling from a wide range of probability distributions. While there have been many versions of normalizing flow models, as a demonstrating example, in this paper we use a potential flow to build the bijective transformation. We refer the readers to [20, 31] for similar approaches. In particular, the bijective transformation G is defined as the map from u at time t = 0 to T of the following ODE:
where ϕ(u, t; ζ) is represented by a deep neural network with parameter ζ, which takes the concatenation of u and t as input, and outputs a real number. Consequently, we have the following ODE for the probability density: where D KL represents the Kullback-Leibler divergence, and " " represents equality up to a constant. In this paper we employ the Adam optimizer to train ζ.
Ideally, µ O and ν would be sufficiently close to each other after the convergence of F (µ O , ν). We could then sample {z (j) } M j=1 from µ I , and get statistics of P (θ|D) from {G(z (j) )} M j=1 . The detailed algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Normalizing Flow
for k = 1, 2...N do Sample {z (j) } Nz j=1 independently from µ I . L(ζ) ← 1 Nz Nz j=1 [ln P (G(z (j) ), T ) − ln P (G(z (j) )) − ln P (D|G(z (j) ))]. Update ζ with gradient ∇ ζ L(ζ) using Adam optimizer. end for Sample {z (j) } M j=1 independently from µ I . Calculate {ũ(x, G(z (j) ))} M j=1 as samples of u(x), similarly for other terms.
In this paper, we set time span T = 1, and time steps in the forward Euler scheme n = 50 in the forward problems, while n = 10 in the inverse problems. The neural networks for ϕ have 3 hidden layers, each of width 128. For all the cases, the total training steps N = 100, 000 and batch size N z = 16. The hyperparameters for the Adam optimizer are set as l = 10 −4 , β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999.
